
Customer Sales & Service 
World Awards

Won Gold for being the ‘Contact Center of the Year.’
- October 2020

Customer Experience
Positioned as a ‘Leader’ ‘across 

all 4 quadrants in NelsonHall’s NEAT
Assessment for CX Services

- July 2020

Outsource Partner of the Year 2020
Recognized in the 2020 BIG Excellence in

Customer Service Awards for our customer
support and enterprise support Services

- March 2020

Ranked #6
in Global Top 10 Digital Associates 
Service Providers Report
- February 2021

Outsourcing Provider of the Year 2020
Won the ‘Contact Center & Customer 
Service Outsourcing Provider of the 
Year 2020’ at the Annual Stevie Awards
- March 2020

Digital Workplace Services
Recognized as a ‘Leader’ in the ISG Provider 
Lens 2020 report Digital Workplace of the 
Future Services & Solutions-Managed 
Workplace and Mobility Services
- September 2020

Won Gold for
‘Company of the Year –

Computer Services’
- May 2021

The  has shaken the New Normal
premise on which disaster recovery 
plans were built.

Faster time 
to deploy

Governance & 
compliance

High 
savings

Maximized 
security 
& scalability

Fast & 
reliable CX

You need more than a 
“doors open & lights-on” 
approach.

Voracious appetite for cloud: 
The cloud is the bright spot in market 
that’s reeling under the pandemic.

In the , era of remote work
don’t settle for latency-prone,
less-desirable CX.

Meet  surging customers’ demands
with an infrastructure that o�ers 
control, speed, & simplicity.

Accelerate cloud 
journey to digitize quickly 
& e�ectively.

New approach 
to disaster 
recovery

Optimized & 
undisrupted 

performance

High 
automation + AI

Demands of 
IoT devices for 

low latency

Customized 
integration 

& storage

But here’s the thing:

You need the power of AI & automation on cloud to weather 
the storms of the market & embrace disruption.

Get insights 
on managing 
costs, assets, 
& e�ciencies

Automation has 
bounced up on the list of 
priorities for various 
organizations

Movate’s cloud 
portfolio is unrivalled 

for its AI-powered 
automation 
capabilities

And with the kind of challenges in the New Normal, you surely
need a new-age answer to serve customers well.

MOVATE’S AI-DRIVEN FRAMEWORK DRIVES 
ECONOMIES OF SCALE

Multicloud 
brokering

ITIL V4 based 
service delivery

Cloud disaster 
recovery

Cloud 
devOps

Governance 
& policy

Provisioning, 
automation & 
orchestration

Security & 
identity

Monitoring & 
metering

Capacity & 
resource 

optimization

Cost 
transparency & 

optimization

The case for embracing CloudOps is even more stronger in the New Normal.

CLOUD IS NO LONGER AN “IF,” BUT A “WHEN”

Recognized as “Most Admired IT Company of the 
Year” at the Golden Globe Tiger Awards 2022
-June 2022

Recognized as a “Major Contender”
in cloud services – PEAK matrix assessment, 

North America, -Jan 2022 

Won the “2021 Stratus Awards”
 for cloud computing capabilities, -Nov 2021

Won Gold Stevie for “Best Management Team in
IT Services” at the American Business Awards 2022
-May 2022

Recognized as “Major Player”
in IDC MarketScape report on managed 

cloud services, APAC, -Aug 2021

Recognized as “Leader” in NelsonHall’s 
cognitive and self-healing IT infrastructure 

management services NEAT assessment 
for server centric focus, -Apr 2021

Yes, I’ll start the journey

More details on the fluid model

ABOUT MOVATE : Movate, formerly CSS Corp, is a digital technology and customer experience services company committed to disrupting the industry with boundless agility, human-centered 
innovation, and a relentless focus on driving client outcomes. Recognized as one of the most awarded and analyst-accredited companies in its revenue range, Movate helps ambitious, growth-
oriented companies across industries stay ahead of the curve by leveraging its world-class talent of over 12,000 full-time Movators across 20 global locations and a gig network of thousands 
of technology experts across 60 countries, speaking over 100 languages.

For more information, please send a mail to info@movate.com or visit www.movate.com Copyright © 2024 Movate Inc. All Rights Reserved

THE CONTACT CENTER 
OF THE FUTURE
The shift from a fixed model to a fluid model

Most important of all, 

ARE LEADERS DERIVING THE ARE LEADERS DERIVING THE MAXIMUM ROI FROM THE 
PRESENT TRADITIONAL MODEL OF THEIR CONTACT CENTERS?

THE STATE OF THE OPERATIONS FLOOR

- The Wall Street Journal

74% 
of consumers 
stated a negative 
experience with a 
product or service 
- an 8% increase 
over 2021 

VIDEO

Movate Athena - 
Modular generative 
AI platform 

Contact centers have come of age, but the current reality is the inherent inflexibility with 
how they have evolved. By default, today’s contact center operations hinge on planning 
and forecasting based on limited set of variables within the leaders’ purview. Omnichannel 
experiences, agent empowerment, and meaningful customer interactions seem elusive. 
Are they delivering frictionless, personalized, predictive, and proactive experiences? 

73%
of consumers state 
CX and important 
factor in their 
purchasing 
decisions.

- CX trends in 2023, Forbes

Expectations are 
rising.

2021 2023 2024

CONUNDRUMS

Scalability of 
traditional 
BPO models

High agent attrition 
& long lead time to 
train agents

Limited scope for 
automation & 
inconsistent ROI

Rising “issue” 
complexity &
triage work

Rising costs of 
infrastructure, tech, 
employees, etc.

Evolving customer expectations 
& adoption of technology 
already deployed

FUTURE READINESSFUTURE READINESS IS VITAL & LEADERS 
NEED TO LEVEL UP OPERATIONS WITH THE RIGHT PARTNER 

THE THE COMBO OF GIG WORKFORCE AND GEN AI

What’s the deal with gig? GenAI is here, so what?

1 in 5 US employees go for gig-based work :
40-53% of Millennials and Gen-Z population. 
– Upwork

By 2025, 30% of outbound messages from large 
organizations will be synthetically generated, up from less 
than 2% in 2022. - Gartner

Call centers are increasingly leveraging gig workforces 
to achieve unprecedented scalability and flexibility.

Gen AI intertwines with existing channels of communication to 
create rapidly scalable interactions across new channels.

Gig workers (60%+) are highly likely to upskill themselves 
to stay relevant in today’s market. They are the answer to 
reducing costs and improving quality.

Gig workers can make up to 25% more than their regular 
wages and still cost cheaper to the companies. 
- Deloitte

Discussions with industry leaders across verticals indicate 
~30-70% of customer journey improvements on the front end 
with generative AI and ~10-50% on the back end on how it can 
elevate agent productivity and their experience.

For self-support, resolving defined contact types, 
automation, intelligent routing, and intent matching
(~50%-70% of all intents).

 Deliver knowledgeable, articulate, & human-like conversations.

Take a concrete view of the present state of operations & shift to a new approach. 

Intelligent 
agent assist

Post-contact 
center 

processing 
GenAI 

powered VOC

GenAI for 
conversational 

AI
Self-service 

support 

THE FLUID MODEL FOCUSES ON 
RESOLUTIONS, EXPERIENCE & FLEXIBILITY

What if could RETAILERS 
tackle holiday surges without 
scrambling to bolster their 
operations?

Imagine  AIRLINE BRANDS
scaling up and down without 
over-burdening agents during 
unplanned inclement 
weather.

Think of  GAMING BRANDS
that could handle surges during 
game promotions without extra 
sta�, training time & additional 
fixed costs.

THE SHIFT: THE SHIFT: FUTURE OF THE CONTACT CENTER

Movate’s Outcome-based Alternative

Focus: Resolution, Experience, Flexibility
Total ownership focused pay-per-resolution model
High-quality gig experts for scalable empathetic support
FTEs for complex support, triage & case management
Gen AI for natural customer & agent assistance

FLUID
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HYBRID FLEXIBLE WORKFORCE (GIG + FTEs)

Traditional Contact Center & Outsourcing

Focus: Cost Optimization
Heavy dependence on FTEs
High fixed operating costs

Inflexible to scale beyond 110%
Automation for FTE reduction

FIXED

BLOG

The prompt 
toward the 
new CX era

WEB

Directly 
OnDemand – gig 
CX ecosystem

BLOG

The fluid model
 of the contact 
center

GLOBAL AWARDS & ANALYST RECOGNITIONS

GenAI
that helps customer service 
agents answer questions 
faster, better and resolve CX 
issues on first contact, leaving 
customers feeling heard.

– Forrester 2024 Predictions

The key to CX improvements 
will be 40% 

of customer service 
organizations will 
become profit centers 
by 2025 by becoming 
de facto leaders in 
customer engagement.

- Gartner

2025

THE TWIN RADICAL DISRUPTORS

The 2 forces that are highly likely to revolutionize the paradigm 
of how call centers operate

CALL CENTER
OPERATIONS

GIG
WORKFORCE

50% of millennial and Gen-Z workers are considering
becoming freelancers or contractors.

GENERATIVE
AI

95% Generative AIof business leaders believe  
is ushering in a new era of enterprise intelligence.

- Accenture

- TSIA

Flex the operations based on demand fluctuations (especially unforeseen situations)  as workforce elasticity is available when needed and unavailable when unnecessary.
*Leverage Full-Time Experts (FTEs) who possess the highest level of domain expertise for o�ering premium or “elite” support to customers.

What are your use cases and business scenarios?

MAKE THE SHIFT OVER A TIME FRAME

FIXED

TRADITIONAL
AGENTS AUTOMATION GIG

EXPERTS

Agent-based Elite Support

Gen AI and 
Digital Contact Center matures

Gig-based
Support Matures

AI enables
agents

AI learns
more intents

AI learns
more intents

AI enables
agents

FLUID

Automated
Support

Gen AI
continuous learning

Gig Expert Support

Traditional
Agent-led
Support

Digital Adoption
Accelerator sets in

Gig Transformation Hub kicks in

Case in point      Movate helped a telecom client with a 25% TCO reduction 
via an outcome-based hybrid acceleration center involving a 
Digital Adoption Hub (Gen AI) and Gig Transformation Hub (Movate OnDemand).

ISG recognizes Movate as a 

Global Leader 
in the Customer Experience 

Services Provider Lens™ 2023 
report for the fourth 

consecutive year

September 2023

Movate won a  Gold Globee 
Award in the

 Company of the Year 
– IT Services

category at the 8th Annual 
Globee Awards for 

American Business 2023 

June 2023

Movate won Gold Stevie for 

Contact Center or 
Customer Service 

Outsourcing Provider 
of the Year 2022
at the Stevie awards for 

Sales and Customer Service

March 2022

Movate is recognized 

as a in Leader 
NelsonHall NEAT 
Assessment for 

CX Services in Startups 
and Emerging Brands

November 2022

LEADERS NEED TO ACT NOW 
TO GET AHEAD &
BEAT COMPETITION

The blended or “fluid” model

TRADITIONAL 
BPO EXPERTISE

GIG 
WORKFORCE

GEN AI 
SCALE & 
FLEXIBILITY

Contact center transformation is a specific journey for each business and industry with varying time periods. 
More explanation on the charts provided in the additional resources section below.

The fluid model:
Key questions
answered

BLOG

DRIVE OUTCOMES FOR ANY INDUSTRY, 
CONTACT TYPE, INTENTS & CHANNELS

https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-customer-problems-hit-a-record-high-more-people-seek-revenge-2ab8fc74?st=wm4zyn1sd10pfjx&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2022/11/29/the-top-4-customer-experience-trends-in-2023/
https://www.forrester.com/press-newsroom/forrester-predictions-2024/
https://www.movate.com/gen-ai-to-revolutionize-qe/
https://www.movate.com/resources/empathetic-support-through-a-gig-support-model-ramps-cx-for-a-us-based-telco/
https://www.movate.com/from-fixed-to-fluid-the-contact-center-of-the-future/
https://www.movate.com/contact-us/
https://www.movate.com/the-blended-fluid-model-key-questions-answered/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPvaTDOy4K8&t=1s
https://www.movate.com/platform/movate-ondemand/

